Come on a Cruise with the
Singlehanded Sailing Society
Saturday November 16, 2019
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You are invited to take a pleasure sail south along the eastern edge of San Francisco to the Sierra Point Yacht
Club, located in the beautiful Brisbane Marina. This is not a race.
A Cruise is your chance to show the people you love the kinder gentler sailor within. This is your chance to show
friends and loved ones that sailing is about more than:
•

expensive hardware and technology

•

difficult race strategy and a deep understanding of wind, currents and their unique implications for winning
races on the San Francisco Bay and the Gulf of the Farallones

Who do you invite? You invite people who:
•

don’t like racing

•

won’t sail with you during the summer when the wind is howling

•

think your boat is a big fat waste of time and money

•

think sailing is what someone else does while they lay around in the sun drinking wine and beer and fruity
liquor drinks

SSS members, disprove the notion that singlehanders have no friends. Plan ahead and cultivate friendships
wherever possible: at the grocery store, at traffic stops, with your car mechanic. Introduce yourself to waiters and
waitresses in restaurants. Donut shops and pet food stores are also excellent points of interaction.
What can you expect? A real, honest to goodness dinner, prepared for us by the generous members of this real
and legitimate yacht club. Yes, and in return we promise to put our napkins in our laps and behave.
This year there will again be prizes awarded in the following categories: the Friends and Family Award, Oldest
SSS t-shirt, Youngest Crew, Highest Odometer Reading from your home port, and Oldest SSS hat. Not just
something to be proud of, but Actual and Tangible Prizes. You get to take them home forever. No more huge
impressive trophies that you only get to keep for one lousy year.
More details to follow. Save the date.

Disclaimer: the Singlehanded Sailing Society is Not a Yacht Club.

